YEAR 1 and YEAR 2 CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

YEAR 1/2

AUTUMN A

AUTUMN B

SPRING A

SPRING B

SUMMER A

SUMMER B

YEAR A

Transport A to B

Our world a local study

We are what we eat

India

The Victorians

Colourful chaos

How has flight transport
changed over the years?

What does out local
area look like from the
sky?

HISTORY: changes in
living memory and
knowledge of significant
people that had a world
wide impact.

Geo - A local study
focussing on the human
and physical features
around our school
Can we look at aerial
photos?

2019-2020

Amelia Earhart/Wright
brothers

Link our school with a
school overseas?
Art: to use clay to
sculpture buildings in
our local area.

Which foods are good
for you and how are
they produced?
DT - Use basic
principles of a healthy
and varied diet to
prepare dishes.
Understand where food
comes from
Geo: Name and locate 7
continents, basic
language, river, soil,
vegetation, weather and
seasons.

What is life like in
India?

What was life like for a
Victorian child?

Geo: understand

History - Taught events
beyond living memory,
lives of significant others
(Queen Victoria)),
significant living events

geographical
similarities and
differences
between UK and
non-European
country.

DT -Design purposeful,
functioning products,
select and use tools.

Art: printing, dip
dying, weaving and
threading.

Who is Kandinsky and
Jackson Pollock and
what does their work
look like?
Art: Develop a wide
range of art and design
techniques in using
colour, pattern,
texture, line, shape,
form and space in the
context of making a
painting from a range of
colours, tints and
shades.

Weather patterns in
the UK and further
afield.

FIRST HAND
EXPERIENCES

Cosford
Visit from a pilot

Walks around the
local area, walk to a
local landmark.
Using a compass for

Visit to a farm, fruit
picking.
Start a vegetable
patch.

Food tasting – make
and taste
chapattis

India market,
making, buying and

Black country museum
Experiencing Victorian
toys, chalk and slate
boards and a Victorian
school.

Trip to the art
museum.
Visit from an artist.
Create a piece of art

directions.

YEAR B
2020-2021

People who inspire us –
Nurses (linked to
current events)
How are nurses
important and how
have they developed
over the years?
History: Changes in
living memory, events
beyond living memory,
lives of significant
others.
***Is this going to
going to be stand
alone?***Geography:
Use world map to
identify UK names and
locate 4 countries and
capital city of UK.

Wonderful Walsall
What is Walsall
famous for?

History: Lives of
significant
individuals,
significant historical
events, people and
places in their own
locality.
Art: clay sculptures
of houses and
buildings.
Geography: Use aerial
photos to recognise
landmarks. Use simple
field studies. Source
work and enquiry
skills

Following recipes and
making meals.
Paddington
(Peru)
How is Peru and
England the same?
**Eng link:
Paddington
Geography:
understand
geographical
similarities and
differences between
UK and non-European
country.
Place knowledge
about capital cities.

Paddington
(The Great fire of
London.)
Was the Great fire
of London great?
History: Events
beyond living
memory
Art: landscape
drawings, buildings
and warm colours.
DT: Focus on
building of London,
structures.

for an exhibition.

Hooray....Let’s go on
holiday.
How have holidays
changed since
Victorian times?
Geography:: To know
the continents and the
oceans
Key geographical
features, human and
physical physical
features and coastal
work6

Robots/giants
What are robots
and how do they
work?
**Eng link – iron
giant/Wall-e
DT: Through creative
and practical
activities ch will
design, make
,evaluate and use
technical knowledge
to construct

History: change in
events beyond living
memory

When looking at
London – monarch and
the capital

.
Invite
parents/grandparents
who came to the
school – old log books

selling.

**One week Olympic
topic

of the school6

FIRST HAND
EXPERIENCES

Visit from a nurse
Sister Dora statue in
Walsall.

Trip to Walsall
arboretum, football
club.

Looking at holiday
brochures, visit to a
holiday shop.

Baking bread
What to do if you
find a fire.
999 fire service,
visit from the fire
brigade.

Visit to East Midlands
Airport or trip to the
seaside.
Make a puppet and
perform a show.

Make something for
an exhibition (robot
exhibition)

